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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hilbert’s Tenth Problem can be phrased as the following question. Is 
there an algorithm to determine, given an integer polynomial equation 
f(x , , . ..1 x,) = 0, whether this equation has integer solutions? This question 
was answered negatively by M. Davis, J. Robinson, H. Putnam, and 
Y. Matijasevich. (See Robinson, Davis, and Matijasevich Cl].) An 
analogous question can be asked of algebraic number fields, various 
polynomial rings, and rings of algebraic functions. One way to resolve the 
problem is to show that the set under consideration (a ring of algebraic 
integers or a polynomial ring of characteristic 0) is Diophantine over the 
set of rational integers. The Diophantine relation between two objects is 
defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given K, M integral domains, KC M, we will say that M 
is Diophantine orer K if there exists a polynomial equation f(t, xi, . . . . x,) = 0 
with coefficients in M, which has solutions t, xi, . . . . x, in M if and only if 
t is in K. The polynomial f(t, xi, . . . . x,) is called a Diophantine definition of 
K over M. 
It is not hard to show that if M is not algebraically closed a Diophantine 
definition can be allowed to consist of finitely many polynomials without 
changing the relation, and expressions like “h(x,, . . . . x,) = 0 AND 
g(y,, . . . . y,) =O” and “h(x,, . . . . x,)=0 OR g(y,, . . . . y,) =O” can be 
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substituted by a single polynomial equation. (See Davis, Matijasevich, and 
Robinson [ 1 I.) 
J. Denef has shown that Hilbert’s Tenth Problem has no solutions over 
the polynomial rings of characteristic 0. (See Denef [4].) The author 
extended Denef’s results to obtain a Diophantine definition for rational 
integers over all such rings. (See Shlapentokh [3],) In this paper the 
author continues this line of investigation to provide Diophantine delini- 
tions for the rational integers over certain rings of algebraic functions of 
characteristic 0, and resolves negatively Hilbert’s Tenth Problem over those 
rings. 
2. THE PELL EQUATION 
The Pell equation plays a very important role in the Diophantine defini- 
tions presented in this paper. In this section we investigate the structure of 
the solution set of this equation under special conditions. However, before 
we can proceed, we need to define the objects over which we will consider 
the problem. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Q be a field of rational functions over the field of 
constants F and let K be a finite algebraic extension of Q. Then K is called 
an algebraic function field and all the elements of K which are algebraic 
over F are called constants of K. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let K be an algebraic function field and R c K (R # K) 
a subring of K with the following properties: 
1. R contains all the constants of K; 
2. VxEKeither xER or x-‘ER. 
Then R is called a valuation ring of K. 
It can be shown that a valuation ring contains a unique maximal ideal 
which we will denote by p (or /I) and VXE R, x #O there exists a non- 
negative integer m such that x E pm and x # pm+ ‘. We will call m “an order 
of p at x” and denote it by ord, x. If YE K but y$ R then by definition 
of R, y -’ E R and ord, y - ’ is defined. Therefore, we can define ord, y = 
-ord, y ~ ’ and construct a map from all of K - (0) into Z. This map is 
called a valuation. In the future, we will not distinguish between the ideal 
and the valuation it produces: p will refer to both. (For more details on 
valuations see [S].) 
We will use the following terminology. Given an algebraic function field 
K, an element f of K, and a valuation p of K we will say that “f has a zero 
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at p” if ord, f > 0, ‘f has a pole at p” if ord, f < 0, and ‘:j” is a unit of p” 
if ord, f = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let K be an algebraic function field, S a finite set of its 
valuations of site n. Then let O,., E K be a ring defined as 
0 K,S= -(.u~K,V~‘p,Sord,,s30). 
In other words, O,,, is the ring of all the elements of K which have no 
poles outside S. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let K be an algebraic function field, let de O,.,, and 
assume d is not a square of K. Then define H,,,, to be the following subset 
of K(d”‘): 
H K,d,s= (x-d1’2y(x, y~O,,,,x’-dy*= 11. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K, d be as in the Definition 2.4. Then HK,dS is a group 
under multiplication. 
Proof. Denote K(d 1/2) by M and let E = x - d112y, ~5 = u - d’/*w E HK.J.A:4S, 
and let .sb = t - d ‘12v, x, y, u, w E O,,, t, v E K. In fact, since t = xu + dyw, 
v = xw + yu, we see that t, u are also in OK,S. Next we have the following 
implication chain. E, 6 E HK,4S =S N,,,(E) = 1, N,,,J6) = 1 3 N,,,(E~) = 
1 * t2 - dv* = 1. Hence, H,.,,, is closed under multiplication. Since, if 
v-d’12te H K,dS, (v-d1’2)-‘=u+d1’2t=u-d1~2(-t)~HK,d,S, all the 
elements of the set have inverses in the set and, therefore, the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K, d be as above with the additional requirement that d 
is not a unit of OK.,. Then the only constants in H,,,,, are + 1. 
Proof: Suppose x-d’12y E H,,, and x - d”‘y is a constant. 
x2 - dy* = 1 implies that x + d ‘I2 = (x - d”*y) - ’ is also a constant and, 
therefore, 2d”*y is a constant too. If y is not 0, this implies that d is a unit 
and we get a contradiction with our assumption on d. Therefore, the only 
way x - d112y can be a constant is for y = 0 and x = +l. 
LEMMA 2.3. Define (u,, W,)E OK,, to be such that u, -dli2w, = 
(u, - d1’2w1)“, n E Z, where UT - dw: = 1. Then 
W -j( = -Wk (2.1) 
w2, r 2ju, w, mod dw:, (2.2) 
in the ring Z[u,, w,, d]. 
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If a’= a2 - 1, u, = a, w, = 1 then also the following hold: 
w,+ I(a) + w,- I(a) = 2aw,(a), (2.3) 
w,(a)zm mod (a - l), (2.4) 
in the ring Z[a]. 
u,,(a), w,(a) are polynomials in a over the rational integers. (2.5) 
Proof Since (u,-dd’2wk)-1=~k+d’/2wk, (2.1) holds. On the other 
hand, by the binomial theorem for k z 0 
2k 
WZk= + 
= 0 
i (Ul)i(W1)2k-id(2k-i-1)/2, (2.6) 
i” 1 (mod 2) 
W2kZ.kU:k-'W, mod w:d, (2.7) 
in the ring Z[u,, wi, d]. As ufr 1 mod dw: in this ring, we also have 
w,,E2ku,w, mod dwf in iz[u,, wi, d]. On the other hand, if k ~0 
then w2k = -w-Zk z -( -2k)u, w, g 2ku, w1 mod dwf in the ring under 
consideration and therefore (2.2) holds. To prove (2.3) consider the 
equalities 
%l+1 -d”Zw,i, = (u,-d1’2w,)(afd”2), V-8 1 
W n+l = aw, * u,, (2.9) 
W n+l+w,-1=2aw,. (2.10) 
To prove (2.4) we will use (2.3) and induction on n. 
w,=lEl mod (a- 1) in Z[a] (2.11) 
establishes the base for the induction. Now let n > 1, then 
w,+1=2aw,-w,-,r2n-(n-1)=n+1 mod (a - l), (2.12) 
where the equivalence is still considered in Z[a]. If n < 0, then 
w,= -w -nz -( -n) = n mod (a - 1). Hence, the congruence holds in 
??[a] for negative n also. 
Finally, the last assertion of the lemma follows directly from the 
binomial theorem. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let pl, . . . . pn be all the valuations contained in S and assume 
that de 0k.s is not a unit and is such that in K(d’12), p2, . . . . p,, are ramified. 
Then HK,dS is cyclic modulo f 1. 
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Proof If H,,,, contains only constants we are done, because, by 
Lemma 2.2, the only constants in H,,,,, are + 1. So assume otherwise and 
let pZ, . . . . b,, lie above p2, . . . . p,, respectively, in K(d”‘). Suppose now 
E = x - d ‘12y E H,,,., is a non-constant. We will show that 
1. p, splits into B,, and fi,?. 
2. E must be a unit at every valuation of K(d I”‘) distinct from fir, 
and P12, 
3. ordS,, E = -ordg,z E. 
So let p be any valuation of K(d”‘) with ord, E<O (>O). Then 
ord, s-i > 0 ( < 0) and ordp(s + E ~ ’ ) < 0. Therefore ord, 2x = ord, .Y < 0 
and hence p must lie above one of the valuations of S, that is, p =/Ii, for 
some 2 d id n or p = pii, i = 1,2, if p, splits into two distinct valuations, 
or p =/I, if there is only one valuation above p,. Let 9 be the divisor of 
E. Then either 
if pi splits into two distinct valuations or 
.g?=py’py.../j~, (2.14) 
if p, either ramifies or does not split, with a,,, a,,, a,, a,, . . . . ~,Ez. 
Consider now N ,+,~2~,~9, which is a unit divisor of K since 
N K(d~izj,K(~) = 1. From (2.13) we then get 
N K(~l,2,,K.Y = py +o’2 p’;z, . ..) pz, (2.15) 
and therefore a,, = -ai2, and a2 = 0, . . . . a, = 0. At the same time from 
(2.14) we will obtain 
N K(dli?),KY = prnU’pr;?, . ..) p:, (2.16) 
where m is an integer. In this case we must conclude that a,=0 for all 
i=l , . . . . n. This is impossible because 9 is not a unit divisor of K(d”*). So 
the second alternative cannot hold, that is, p, splits into two distinct 
valuations j?ii, /II2 and ordB,,(s) = -ordSJs). 
Consider now the following homomorphism from HK,dS into Z. 
E + ordp,,(s). 
The kernel of this map is an element of K(d”*) without any zeros or poles, 
that is, a constant. Since by Lemma 2.2 the only constants of HK,LS are 
f 1, we can conclude that modulo f 1, H,,, is isomorphic to an additive 
subgroup of integers, and therefore is cyclic modulo + 1. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let K, S be as above and let d = a2 - 1 satisfy the 
requirements of the previous lemma with the additional conditions that 
ord,,a = -2k, and a f 1 are not invertible in Ok,,. Then H,,,, is generated 
by a-dli2 module + 1. 
Proof a - d li2, clearly, belongs to HK,4S. Let x - d ‘I2 y be a generator. 
Then a - d112 = k(x - d’/2y)m and therefore ordgll(a - d”‘) = 
m x ord@,,(x - d’12y). On the other hand, lordp,aj = lordfill 2al = 
Iordg,,[(a-dd”2)+(a+d1’2)]I = lordg,l(a-d1’2)l = m x lordS,,(x-d1’2y)). 
Therefore, m = +2’, where r is a natural number less or equal to k and, 
unless r = 0, 
for some u-d1j2w in H K,dS. (2.17) implies, however, that 
2vw=l 
and 
a=v2+dw2= & ‘+(a’-l)w2. 
( ) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Multiplying through by 4w2 we obtain the following quadratic equation 
in w2: 
4(a2-1)w4-4aw2+ 1 =O, (2.20) 
which gives us 
‘.$l2= 4a f ,/16a2 - 16(a2 - 1) 4af4 
8(a2- 1) =8(a-l)(a+ 1)’ 
(2.21) 
1 
w2=----- 
2(a * 1)’ 
(2.22) 
Equation (2.22) cannot hold since, by our assumptions, w  E O,, and a + 1 
is not invertible in this ring. Therefore r = 0 and the lemma holds, 
3. PELL EQUATION AND DIOPHANTINE DEFINITIONS FOR THE CASE 
OF FINITE EXTENSIONS 
Before we proceed we need to prove some auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let w be an element of O,., such that ord,,w #O for all 
pie S and let c be a constant of K. Then w + c is not a unit of O,,. 
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Proof: Suppose w  + c is a unit of O,,, then either )$I+ c is a constant 
or all of its zeros come from valuations in S. Since w  has poles and zeros, 
it is not a constant, and, hence, neither is w  + c. On the other hand, if w  + c 
has a zero at some p E S, w  will have neither a zero nor a pole at such a 
p. This, however, contradicts our assumption that w  has a zero or a pole 
at every valuation of S. Hence, w  + c cannot have zeros at any valuation 
of S and, therefore, cannot be a unit of OK.,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 9 = ]] p? be a divisor of K and let f~ K. We will 
say that f =O mod 9 if ord,) f > a, for i= 1, . . . . m and for every other 
valuation 4 of K, q # pi, ord, f 2 0. 
LEMMA 3.2.’ Let K, S be as in Section 2, let q be a valuation of K not 
in S, and let T = S u {q}. (In the future we will refer to q as p, + , .) Then 
there exists an element w E Oxz, such that 
1. ordp,w = -2k for some natural k, 
2. V~ET, p#prord,w=l, 
3. Vp$Tord,wBO. 
ProoJ Let 9’ be a divisor of K, such that deg(P’-‘) > 2g- 2, where g 
is the genus of K. Then by a corollary to the Riemann-Roth theorem 
l(9) = deg(9”) - g + 1, (3.1) 
where l(9) is he dimension of 5?(S), the vector space of functions which 
are 0 mod 9, over the field of constants. (See (IS]). 
Consider now the divisors 
P~i=p~*“‘piy (3.2) 
92i= p7p;, (3.3) 
9~;ii=P~2m’piPj~ (3.4) 
p&C py+ ‘Pi, (3.5) 
where i, j = 2, . . . . n + 1, so that pi, pj range over all the elements of T not 
equal to p, and i#j. Note that X(92i), %(YIV), %(9$) are all sub-spaces 
of X(9ri). Select m so large that Vm, 2 m 
deg(B,‘)>2g- 1, (3.6) 
deg(9”,,-‘)>2g- 1, (3.7) 
’ The proof of this lemma was suggested to me by Michael Fried of UC Irvine. 
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for k = 1, 2, 3, i, j = 2, . . . . n + 1, i # j. Now define m,, . . . . m,, , as 
m,=m,=m, m,+, = m, + 1, i = 3, . . . . n. 
Let di= deg(p,). Then under our assumptions on m and by the above 
stated corollary to the Riemann-Roth Theorem, we now have 
l(Pli) = 2”‘d, - di- g + 1, (3.8) 
I(P2i) = 2”jd, - 2di - g + 1, (3.9) 
I(S$:,) = 2”jd, - d, - d, - g + 1, (3.10) 
Z(9$)= (2”‘1- 1) d, -di- g+ 1. (3.11) 
Our assumptions on m also guarantee that all of these vector spaces have 
dimensions 2 1. Moreover, X(P2i), %(P&), and %(Pr;,) are all sub-spaces of 
S(Pri) of lower dimension. Therefore, as the field of constants is infinite, 
%= ((~(~i)\~t^ (~i)\~(~i))\ IJ %(flij) # IZI (3.12) 
j#i 
Let wit Si, then w  has poles only at p1 and ordp, w  > -2”‘l, wi has at 
least one zero at pi, and wi is integral at all the valuations not in T. On 
the other hand, wi is not in X(9f2i), which means that ord,wi= 1. Also, 
since wi is not in S?“(PI,) for any j# i, ordp,w, = 0. Moreover, since wi is not 
in X(g,), ordp, wi = -2”l. Now let w  = w2 ... w,, , . Then ord,w = 1, for 
i = 2, .,,, n+l, ord,w>O, for q#T, and ordp,w=2m+2m+2m+‘+ . . . + 
2 m+n~2=2m+2m(2”-1-1)=2m+“-l. Therefore, w  will satisfy all the 
requirements and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w be as in the previous lemma, let a = w + 1, and let 
d= a2 - 1. Then d satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof: ordp, = ord,,(a2 - 1) w  + ordp, w  + 2 = 2 ord,,, w  = -2k+ ‘, for 
some non-negative k. ord, d = ord, w  + ord, (w + 2) = ord, w  = 1, for 
i=2 , -*-I n+l.Also,byLemma3.1,a+l=w+2anda-l=warenotunits, 
and, therefore, d is not a unit. Finally, let q I$ T, then ord,d= ord,w + 
ord,w + 2 >, 0. 
Consider now K(d112) and let /Ii lie above pi in the extended field for 
i=2 > .-*> n + 1. Assume k is the largest possible integer such that fit 1 pi. 
Then k = k ord,d= ordPtd = 2 ordB,d”2. Therefore, k is even and since the 
extension is of degree at most 2, k = 2. This fact implies that d is not a 
square of K, and p2, . . . . p,, will be completely ramified. Hence, all the 
conditions of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be any sub-ring of OK,, containing Q. Then there 
exists a subset C of R such that it contains only constants, includes Q, and 
is Diophantine over R. 
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Note. If all the constants in the ring are invertible then C will be the set 
of all constants. 
Proof: Let n be the size of S and let C contain 0 and all the elements 
of the set defined by the following equations over R: 
jx, = 1, (3.13.1) 
(j+ 1)X? = 1, (3.13.2) 
. 
(j+n)x,+, = 1. (3.13.n + 1) 
We claim that Eqs. (3.13.1)-( 3.13.~ + 1) have solutions in R only if j is a 
constant, and, conversely, if je Q, these equations have solutions in R. If 
j is not a constant, neither are j+ 1, . . . . j+ n. Therefore, since they are 
invertible in O,,,, they all must have zeros at valuations of S. However, 
there are n valuations in S and n + 1 elements under consideration. This 
implies that two of them must share the same zero, which is impossible 
since their differences are constant. Hence, our assumption about j not 
being a constant was incorrect. 
Conversely, by our assumptions Q G R and therefore all rational numbers 
are invertible, and therefore are in C. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be an algebraic function field of characteristic 0, let 
S be any finite set of valuations of K of size n. Let R be a sub-ring of O,, 
satisfying the following requirements: 
1. The quotient field of R is K; 
2. The integral closure of R contains an element w described in 
Lemma 3.2; 
3. QcR. 
Then R is Diophantine over the rational integers. 
Remark 3.1. Ok,, satisfies the requirements of the theorem by 
Lemma 3.2. Any ring R whose integral closure is O,, will also satisfy the 
requirements of the theorem, since if O,,, is the integral closure of R, it 
must contain all the rational numbers, for let m be any rational number, 
then m-l E O,,, and therefore rnek + Cf:d bimpi = 0, with bO, b,, . . . . b,_ 1 
in R. But then 1 + C:h$ bimk-’ = 0, and that makes m invertible in R. 
Proof: Let a = w  + 1, where w  E O,, is as in Lemma 3.2. We know that 
a is contained in the integral closure of R. So a will satisfy a manic 
polynomial equation over R. 
k-l 
ak+ c b,a’=O. (3.14) 
i=O 
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Using (3.14) one could also conclude that any polynomial in a over R can 
be expressed as a linear combination of the first k powers of a (from zeroth 
to k-1st) with coefficients in R, and, conversely, any such linear combina- 
tion would be in O,,. On the other hand, since K is the quotient field of 
R, a = u/v, with u, VE R. Let d= a2 - 1, let the set C be defined as in 
Lemma 3.5, and consider the following equations and conditions with the 
variables ci’s, di’s, fi’s, and j ranging over R: 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
We will show that the Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) and condition (3.17) can be 
satisfied in the above mentioned variables over R if and only if j is a 
rational integer. So suppose (3.15 t(3.17) are satisfied. Let f = x:1,’ ciai, 
g=C::,’ dia’. Then f, g are elements of O,, and (3.15), (3.16) can now 
be rewritten in the form 
f2-dg2= 1, (3.18) 
jizg mod (a - l), (3.19) 
where these equations are now considered simply over O,,. By Lemma 3.3 
f- d’/zg = (a - d’P)n (3.20) 
and in the notations of Lemma 2.3, g = fw,. Therefore, (3.16) becomes 
jE +w, mod (a- 1). (3.21) 
But by Lemma 2.3, this in turn implies 
jE fn mod (a-l), (3.22) 
j*n= y(a- 1). (3.23) 
From (3.17) we know that j is a constant and, consequently, so is j + n. 
Also by our assumptions on a, a - 1 is not a unit of O,, and, therefore, 
the only constant it can divide is 0. That is, j f n = 0, i.e., j is a rational 
integer. 
Now let j= k be a rational integer. Set (f, g) = (uk, wk), and Eqs. (3.18), 
(3.19) will be satisfied in O,,,. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3, J g are 
polynomials in a over Z, and consequently can be written as linear 
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combinations of the first h- powers of a (from zeroth to (li - 1)st) with 
coefficients in R. Therefore, Eq. (3.15) can be satisfied. On the other hand, 
wk r k mod (a- 1) in Z[a] by Lemma 2.3. This, however, means that 
w,-k=h(a).(a- I), where /r(a)~Z[a]. But then we can rewrite h(a) as 
a linear combination over R of the first k powers of a, satisfying (3.16). 
Finally, (3.17) will be satisfied since j is in (0. 
Equations (3.15) and (3.16) and condition (3.17) are not quite in polyno- 
mial form over R. By multiplying through by the highest occurring power 
of the denominator of a, t)kP ‘, we can make sure that all the coefficients of 
(3.15) and (3.16) are in R. On the other hand, we already know that 
membership in the set C is a polynomial condition. Q.E.D. 
One can also note that if Q is not contained in R but integers are 
contained in some other set of constants D, Diophantine over R, the result 
will still hold. To modify the proof we would simply substitute the 
condition “‘Jo D” for the condition “j, C.” 
COROLLARY 3.1. Hilbert’s Tenth problem has no solution in the above 
described rings of Diophantine functions. 
Proof: See Davis, Matijasevich, and Robinson [l] 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F be an algebraic number field contained in R. Then 
R is Diophantine over R n 0, (the ring of algebraic integers of F), and R C-J F. 
Proof: The proof follows from the elaboration of the towering 
properties of Diophantine definitions for finite extensions (see Shapiro and 
Shlapentokh [2]). 
If we just want to show that Hilbert’s Tenth problem has no solution in 
a ring, we can relax some conditions on R. Namely, we do not have to 
require that the integers are contained in some Diophantine set of 
constants such as C. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a sub-ring of O,, such that its integral closure 
contains an element w described in Lemma 3.2 and such that its quotient field 
is K. Then Hilbert’s Tenth Problem has no solution in R. 
Proof. Let F(x,, . . . . x,)‘~Z[x~, . . . . x,], let a=w+l, d=a*-1 and 
consider the following set of equations with the variables xi, . . . . x,, 
Cl,03 ..‘9 Cl,k-1, . . . . C,,k-lr m.k-l, fo,..., fk--1ER. 
F (1:: d~,ja~;l:l;k~~~~~j~~r 1:: Ja’(a - I), (3.24) 
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(3.251) 
. . . 
(;;; c,,,iuir-d(;!; d,,,iui)‘= 1. (3.25.m) 
Here, as in Theorem 3.1, a is assumed to satisfy a manic polynomial of 
degree k over R. We will show that if Eqs. (3.24b(3.25.m) are satisfied 
in R, F(x,, . . . . x,) =0 can be satisfied over Z, and, conversely if 
f’(x 1 , . . . . x,) =0 can be satisfied over Z, Eqs. (3.24t(3.25.m) can be 
satisfied over R. 
So assume the equations are satisfied over R. Let hi= (Cf:,’ ~~.,a’), 
gj= (Cf:d dj,&). Then Eqs. (3.25.j) can be rewritten as 
hi’-dg;= 1. (3.26.~) 
As in Theorem 3.1, gj = wg (a) z nj mod (a - 1 ), and so (3.24) is now 
equivalent to 
fin 1, . . . . n,)zO mod(u-1), (3.27) 
where the equivalencies are considered over O,,. The left hand side of this 
equivalence is a rational integer, and a - 1 is not a unit of O,,. So the 
only way this equivalence can hold is for the left hand side to be equal to 
0. That is to say that F(x,, . . . . x,) = 0 will have solutions in H. 
Conversely, assume the above mentioned polynomial equation has 
solutions in h. Let (n,, . . . . n,) be such a solution. Then (3.27) will hold in 
Z[U]. Let gj= W,(U), h.,,, = U,(U), then (3.26.1)-(3.26.m) will hold. 
By Lemma 2.3 the equivalence g,,,r nj holds in Z[u], and since 
0 1, . . . . d = 0, F(w,,(a), . . . . w,,(u)) r0 mod (a- 1) will also hold in 
Z[u] and hence, F(w,,(u), . . . . w,_(u)) = h(u). (a - l), where h(u) is a poly- 
nomial in a over Z. On the other hand, w,(u) and u,(u) are polynomials 
in a over Z also, therefore they and h(u) can be expressed as a linear com- 
bination of the first k powers of a (from zeroth to k - 1st) with coefficients 
in the ring. Therefore (3.25t(3.27.m) can also be satisfied in R. 
4. PELL EQUATION IN THE CASES WHERE S CONTAINSJUST ONE VALUATION 
From now on the set S will contain only one valuation which we will 
denote by p, and M will stand for K(d”‘). In this case we do not need to 
impose any conditions on d as in Lemma 2.4 to ensure that the group of 
solutions to the Pell equation is cyclic. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let K he an algebraic function Jield of finite degree and let 
p be any valuation qf K bvith d being any non-constant non-square of O,,,s. 
Then H,,., is a cyclic group under multiplication module { + 1 ). [ f  
additionally M’e assume that d = s2 - 1 for a non-constant integral s then 
s- (s2- 1) I/’ is the generator modulo f  1. 
Proof: First of all d is not a unit, since the only units in OK., are 
constants. Secondly, since by Lemma 2.2 the only constants in H,,, are 
Il, if H,,, contains only constants we are done. Otherwise consider a 
non-constant element E =x - d”‘y E H,,,, x, y E O,,,. There exist 
valuations p, and p2 of M such that ord,, E > 0 and ordp2s < 0. Since E is 
a unit of the integral closure of OK,S in M, both valuations must be 
extensions of p and since NMjx.~ = 1, ord,, E = -ordp, E. Moreover, E has no 
other zeros or poles. Consider now a following homomorphism from HK,IS 
into the rational integers. 
E + ord,, e. 
The kernel of this map must be a constant of H,,,,, that is, f 1 by 
Lemma 2.2. As any additive subgroup of integers is cyclic, we conclude that 
H K,4s is cyclic modulo + 1. 
Assume now d = s2 - 1. We will show d is not a square. Suppose it is, 
that is, s2 - 1 = w2 for some w  E O,,, and therefore (s - w)(s + w) = 1. Since 
the only invertible elements of O,,, are constants, this equality would 
make s a constant, contradicting our assumption. 
It is clear that s - (s2 - 1)1’2 E HK,(s2- IJ~i2,s and ifs - (s2 - l)“* is not the 
generator then it must be f a power of a generating element, that is, 
s - (s2 - 1) 1’2= +(u*(S- l)l’2w)n, n > 0, (4.1) 
for some U-(s2- 1)‘j2w~ H,,,,. Then by the Binomial Theorem we can 
conclude that 
1=* c ut(s2- l)(n-i- l)/ZWn-i, (4.2) 
n-ii-Imod 
as well as 
s= + c 
u~(s2 _ 1 )(n-iVw,n-i, 
n-rzOmod2 
(4.3) 
Consequently, w  11, and either ~1 s (if n is odd) or u 11 (if n is even). For 
any XE OK,S, “xl 1 in OK,s ” is equivalent to being a constant. Therefore, 
for any n (odd or even), we can conclude that w  is a constant. Additionally, 
if n is odd we can rewrite the Pelf equation satisfied by u and w  in the form 
(ks)2 - (s2 - 1) w* = 1 and conclude that, s2 1 1 - w2, where 1 - w* is now a 
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constant. Since s is not a unit of O,,,, this divisibility condition forces w  
to be equal to f 1, which in turn means that k = + 1 and n = 1. Therefore, 
if n is odd it is 1. 
Assume now that n is even, and both u and w  are consequently constant. 
Then, unless w  = 0 and u = f 1, s* - 1) 1 - u*, where 1 - u2 is a non-zero 
constant, and therefore this case cannot occur. Consequently, we see that 
s - (s2 - l)l’2 will generate H,,, modulo + 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let K, S, d be as above and define a set T,,,, to be 
T K,d,S= {X-d"*yl x2-dy2=1,x, yeOM,“}, 
where V is the set of all valuations above p in M. Then TK,dS = H,,.,. 
Proof. Let E=x-dd1/2yETK,d,S. Let Ep1=t-d1’2v, t,vEK. Then 
t - d ‘12v is a unit of O,, y and its norm with respect to K must be a unit 
Of oK,S~ that is, a constant. In other words, t2-dv2 = r, where r is a 
constant of K. On the other hand, we have the equality 
1=(t-d”2v)(x-d1’2y)=(t~+dyv)-d1’2(ty+~~). (4.4) 
Let u = tx + dyv, w = ty + vx, and consider the resulting sequence of 
equations 
U-d112W= 1 (4.5) 
u2 - dw2 = (u - d”2w)(u + d1’2w) 
=(t-dd”2v)(x-d”2y)(t+d1/2v)(x+d’/2y)=r, (4.6) 
u + d “*w = r, (4.7) 
2d ‘I2 w  = r - 1 = constant. (4.8) 
Since d is not a unit of OK,,, d ‘I2 is not a unit of O,, V and therefore the 
only way (4.8) can hold is for r = 1 and w  = 0. This would force 
u= 1, w  = 0. (4.9) 
Therefore we obtain a linear system 
(d :)(,x>=(i). (4.10) 
Since all the entries in the matrix are in K, and the right side vector has 
all of its entries in K also, we can conclude that X, y are in K. Since we 
started with x, y E 0,. “, we can now conclude that x, y are actually in 
0 K.S. 
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The following lemmas will extend the properties of the solutions to Pell 
equations to a certain class of fields of algebraic functions of infinite degree 
over the rational function field Q. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K be a field of algebraic functions of infinite 
degree, let F be any finite degree sub-field of K, and let p be a valuation 
of F with the property that any finite degree sub-field E of K, containing 
F, has a unique extension of p denoted by p(E). Then define 
0 - u OWW,~ K.P 
where the union is taken over all the finite degree sub-fields E containing 
F, and S(E)= {p(E)}. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let K, p be as in the definition above. Then the only 
invertible elements of 0, p are the constants. 
Proof Suppose w, w~‘EO,~,. Let G=F(w). Then w,w~‘~O,.,~,,. 
Since G is of finite degree and contains F, w must be a constant. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let K, p be as in the previous lemma and let d = s2 - 1, 
3-E OK.,, s not a constant. Then d is not a square of K. 
Proof Suppose s2 - 1 = w2 for some w  E O,,,. Then (s + w)(s- w) = 1. 
By the previous lemma, s f w  is a constant, and consequently s is a 
constant. 
LEMMA 4.5, Let K, p be as in he previous lemma, assume s E Ok,, is not 
a constant, and let d= s2 - 1. Define H,,,,, = U HE,SCE,,I, where the union 
is taken over all the finite degree sub-fields E of K containing F(s). Then 
H K,d,p is cyclic modulo { f 1 } generated by s - m. 
Proof. Suppose x- d’12yE H,,,, and for any integer n 
x-d’/=y# -+-(s-d”‘)“. (4.11) 
Let L = F(s, x, y, d). Then x- d’12y E H,,,,(,,. We can apply Lemma 4.1 
to conclude that HL,4SCL, is generated by s - d”*. Hence, (4.11) cannot 
hold and our lemma is true. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let TK,p.d= {x-dd’12yIx2-dyZ= 1, x, y~o,,,}, for M, 
K, d as described above, and OM,p the integral closure Ok,, in M. Then 
T K,d,P -HK.d.p. 
Proof. SUppOSe E E TK,d,p, then E = x - d’12y, x, y E O,,,. Therefore, 
~=a+d’/~b, y=c+d’12f, a,b,c,fEK. Let L=F(d,a,b,c,f,s), 
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G = L(d”‘). Let S(G) be the set of valuations of G extending the valuation 
from S(L). Then x, YE O,,,(,, and EE TL,SCLI,d. But L is a finite degree 
field containing F and, therefore, by Lemma 4.2, TL.dSCL)= HL,4SCLI. 
Therefore x, y E OL,SCL, c OK,, and E E H,, p. 
5. DIOPHANTINE DEFINITIONS FOR SOME ALGEBRAIC FUNCTION FIELDS 
OF INFINITE DEGREE 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K and p be as in Definition 4.1. Then rational integers 
have a Diophantine definition over any sub-ring R of O,, containing a 
non-constant element of K. 
Proof Let s be the non-constant mentioned in the statement of the 
theorem and consider now the following system of equations with all the 
variables in R c 0, p : 
u2--d1’*w2= (as-dd’2)2, (5.1) 
v2-dt2= 1, (5.2) 
(u - d”‘w) = (v - d112t)4, (5.3) 
ju, w2 E w  (mod wi), (5.4) 
jl w2, (5.5) 
where d = a2s2 - 1. 
We will show that the above system of equations has solutions in R if 
and only if j is an even integer. Assume, initially, the system of equations 
has solutions in R. Then by Lemma 4.5 from (5.2) we can conclude 
v-dli2t= f(as-d”2)k, kEH, (5.6) 
and therefore from (5.3) 
u-ddj2w= -t(as-dd’2)4k= f(u2-dd1/2w2)2k. (5.7) 
From (5.l)we can conclude that w2 = 2as, not a constant of K, and from 
(5.7) by Lemma 2.3 
w z f2ku2w2 mod wz. (5.8) 
From (5.4) we then obtain 
ju, w2 E f2ku, w2 mod wg, (5.9) 
jf2kgO mod w2, (5.10) 
w21jk2k (5.11) 
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and 
,j If: 2k = ,‘M’2. (5.12) 
On the other hand, by (5.5), \tjz =,jr, and therefore j k 2k = jr)>. In other 
words, jl2k. But under our assumptions this can only happen if j itself is 
a constant. So then j f 2k is also a constant, and since MI? = 20s is not a 
unit we have to conclude that j= +2k. 
Now let j = 2k be an even integer. Then let a = j, (u, t ) = (u,, ~1~ ). 
t”, w’) = c”4k, w’4k ), and Eqs. (5.1))(5.3) (5.5) will be satisfied. Lemma 2.3 
ensures that (5.4) is satisfied. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be as in Theorem 5.1, de 0,. p a non-constant 
element of K which is not a square and such that the equation x2 - dy* = 1 
has solutions in 0, p. (As we have seen, this is true for d = a2 - 1.) Then the 
integral closure of O,, in K(d”‘) is Diophantine over the rational integers. 
Proof By Lemma 4.6 we know that TK,d,p = HK,d,p is a cyclic group 
mod f 1. Let u1 - d1j2w, be a generator of T,,,, = HK,d,p, let z = w: if u’, 
is not a unit, and let z = d otherwise. Consider now the following equations 
and conditions: 
v2 - dt* = 1, (5.13) 
g-d”2h+-d1~2t)2, (5.14) 
jw,u, gh mod (~1, (5.15) 
j is a constant. (5.16) 
We will show that Eqs. (5.13)-(5.15) and condition (5.16) can be 
satisfied in the integral closure of OK*, in A4 if and only if j is an even 
rational integer. So assume that (5.13)-(5.16) are satisfied in the above 
mentioned ring of M. Then from (5.13) by Lemma 4.5 we have the equality 
) (5.17 
(5.18 
v-d”“t= +(u, -dl”wJk, 
and therefore 
g-dd”2h= +(u, -d”*~,)~~. 
By Lemma 2.3 we then have 
hr f2ku,w, (mod z) (5.19) 
and so from (5.15) 
jw,u, E f2ku, w1 (mod z). (5.20) 
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If z = W: then, clearly, wi 1 z. If wi is a unit, u’i 1 z is also true. So for either 
choice of z we can derive the following congruence from (5.20): 
jE f2k mod (.a/~~). (5.21) 
By condition (5.16), j and, therefore, j + 2k are constants, and since, by 
assumption, z/w1 does not divide non-zero constants in O,,,, we conclude 
that 
jk2k=O. (5.22) 
Conversely, assume j is an even integer. Let v - d *“t = (ul - d Ii2 w, )/ 
g-d’/2h=(~I-d’/2W1)2’ I. Equations (5.13), (5.14), and (5.16) are now 
satisfied. Lemma 2.3 ensures that (5.15) is also satisfied. 
The only remaining detail is rewriting (5.16) in a polynomial fashion. 
Since je K(d”‘) it can be written in the form j= a + bd’l*, a, b E K. Let 
L = F(a, 6, d ). Then j E L(d 1’2). Since L is of finite degree, and contains F, 
it must have only one valuation extending p and therefore L(d”‘) can have 
at most two such valuations p, and p2. Hence, consider the three 
equations 
jx, = 1, 
(j+ 1)x1 = 1, 
(j+2)x,=l. 
Xl, x2, x3, j+ 1, j+ 2 must all belong to OL(d~~~J,(P,,P2, and therefore, all of 
them must be units of OL(d~l~~,(Pl,PZ). If j is not a constant, neither is j+ 1 
and j+ 2 and, consequently, each of them must have a zero at p, or p2. 
Hence, two of j, j + 1, j+ 2 must share a zero. This is, however, impossible 
because they all differ by a constant, and hence j must be a constant of 
L(d”‘) and M= K(d’/‘). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Hilbert’s Tenth problem has no solution in the above 
described rings of integral algebraic functions. 
Proof See Davis, Matijasevich, and Robinson [ 11. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R be one of the above described rings of integral 
functions, and let M be any algebraic number field (including Q), then R is 
Diophantine over R n O,, and R n M. 
Proof: See Corollary 3.2. 
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